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	NAME: Eaan
	DESCRIPTION: Eaan, native to Sunara II, feel their emotions very deeply & are not shy about expressing them. They have a reputation for hot-blooded passion. They believe in individual & family honor. It holds that effort & intent are far more important than actual results. Matters of personal honor are settled by contests of nonviolent skill. Names: Formal names are cumbersome. At birth they are given a personal name. This is followed by the personal names of their parents; boys take their father's name followed by their mother's, while girls reverse the order. This is followed by the name of their birth family & then the family they are currently attached to (this can change throughout their lives. On coming of age, the name of their current profession is added. (children all use Yasa in this position). Thus Ora Renal Despi Corig Lanis is a female engineer (Tobras) called Ora, whose mother's name was Renal & father's was Despi, born into the Corig family & currently a member of the Lanis family. Informally, this name would be Ora Lanis.
	ERA:  2371 and beyond
	Text Field 13:  Eaan tenets: protect your family; offer hospitality to all who seek it; & treat your foes fairly.  
	Text Field 7: Control +1, Insight +1, Reason +1.
	Text Field 8: Physiologically, the Eaan are humanoid. They have a transparent nictitating eyelid which improves underwater vision & protects the eyes from pressure & irritants. They naturally produce a number of body oils that protect them from the cold & irritants. They possess muscles that seal the inner ear, protecting it at extreme depths. Their feet & hands are webbed. They are all left-handed. Equally at home in water as on land.
	TALENTS: Eaan, or with GM's permission.
	TALENT NAME 1: Aquatic/Space Adaptation (up to 25 atmospheres of pressure) [Required]
	TALENT TEXT 1: Eaan have a subcutaneous layer of fat cells that stores oxygen & carries increased hemoglobin levels in the blood. This allows you to collapse your lungs & reach greater depths (1600'), as well as allow you to remain in an oxygen-free environment for 1 hour with no Difficulty penalties to tasks.
	TALENT NAME 2: Faz Sense
	TALENT TEXT 2: Eaan have an innate sense of direction, never becoming confused about 3D spatial relationships. You can never get lost & know which way is up. You can detect vibrations & currents in your immediate environment. This allows you to detect the presence, size, & shape of nearby objects. 
	TALENT NAME 3: Versatile
	TALENT TEXT 3: Eaan are imaginative & inventive, constantly developing new concepts & finding new approaches to old ideas. Whenever using your Insight Attribute for tasks, you add 1d20 to your rolls.
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